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It begins with a finger of water 
then a brook, a stream, a pond—

filling—till you were covered over
like weeds in lake water.

You simply disappeared:
the current pulling you

as your mind swayed this way
and that, this way

and that.
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[straight ahead] 
  versantem turbine leti

straight ahead                a thousand yards
    through the sand’s        timeless grip on this desert
there’s a formal court        opening        like a lotus          
       revealing dozens more        enclosed by wide walls    
   doors running        opposite one another        every choice    
           crisscrossed with passages                disappearing       
along continuously curving ramps        inclined toward heaven      
toward porches        where flights of marble stairs
             plummet underground        to colossal rooms
three thousand or more        some hollow places        grim      
        as a confessional        my internal compass        spinning as I race         
from court to room        room to hall        down tight corridors
      from other halls        to other courts        past colonnades
  endless turnings        identical doors        set in vaulted walls    
            but not showing the way                so back again     
retracing my steps        always        in the dark
    the constant errors        the crypts        the subterranean tunnels     
          the intricately carved temples to the gods     
                 twisting steps        a city of dead ends        
            imposing one devious circle upon another
                      the exhausted dismay of it all 
      each weighty choice        inescapable
each baffling passage        trapping                the wary traveler       
         and always leading        [how can it be otherwise]
                   to Catullus        to his whirly whirl of death
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Kōan (6)

Pointer:
If you add error upon error, you are not yet an adept.  If you 
take up two but let three go, you are in the same pit.  You know, 
there’s more to this than surface.

Case:
When Tung Yen was living in a hut, he spent his days clapping 
to the rhythm of dripping water.  A traveler passing by heard 
him and asked, “Why don’t you fix that leaking roof?”
Yen replied, “One hand presses down, one hand lifts up.”

Notes:
1.  Those who know the tune are few.
2.  Ask one, answer eight.
3.  Seeing fault, he loses sight of the teaching.
4.  It won’t do to let the error go.

Commentary:
If two are in the same pit, the dirt doesn’t change.  Those who 
only ask questions pile one error on top of another.  His tongue 
falls to the ground.  Where is there to go?  Once again, he has 
lost sight of his staff.

Verse:

One eye on what is above,
     the other on what is below.

Though the frog leaps
     he can’t get out of the basket.
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Consider Fa Sou

In a clear mirror
the whistling arrow
shoots right back.

It is a great teacher
who corners you with the truth.

Having said this much,
the second arrow strikes deep.

This is not to be taken lightly.

The darting fish 
penetrates the glass surface, 
the iron shield.

Sometimes a thought gets through.

Wind follows the tiger.
Clouds follow the wind.
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To the Birds of Spring
 Poignant the meaning of spring birds

To the birds of spring, to their songs in the air,
to grassy nests built high in dead trees,
to the downy woodpecker, the common redpoll,
to the nuthatch and the orange-loving oriole,
to every feathered thing that shakes its wings
or hangs upside down from a crooked branch,
to the great blue heron who glides to a landing
near a bulging river, to the low-flying hawk,
the crimson cardinal, to the glorious green hillside 
where I walk, to the crisp clanging of the bells,
the heavy, priestly cows, black and white
as my mother’s flowered cotton, to the pleasure of her voice
and the clear light that surrounds her, to the repetition of this season
so I can greet her on a day such as this
in everything—because it is not what I look at 
but what, after years without her, I see. 


